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Introduction
It’s no secret that the COVID vaccines are extremely deadly. As hard as the media tries,
reports continue to surface about the horrible injuries and deaths that these mRNA jabs
are causing. Experts agree that this is no coincidence.

The damage caused is far too extensive for this to be an accident. And one of the
biggest questions they’re asking is, if this was not part of a population control agenda,
then why didn’t they pull these vaccines from the market at the first sign that they were
dangerous?

Instead, health authorities, global governments, and the media have all censored
surfacing information and research that proves how deadly these vaccines are. They’ve
spread misinformation to make people believe that the jabs are safe and effective. This
unethical behavior has caused millions of people to be harmed by these murder
weapons.

At this stage, there’s no denying that these vaccines are part of a much larger agenda
to cause intentional harm. In this eBook, some of our top experts uncover the truth
behind the vaxx agenda and they also share encouragement about how we can fight
back.



How mRNA Technology is Part of the Transhumanist & Population
Control Agenda

Dr. Be� Marbl�
We know how many people are dying from these shots and all the bad outcomes that
people are having. So, I just think of it as the lowest common denominator term. I call it
poison. Poison is poisonous and nobody should take poison. That's the way I speak of it
because it's plain and simple, it's poisonous. The data's in, you know, go to
openvaers.com, O-P-E-N-V-A-E-R-S.com. And you'll see, there's over 2 million adverse
events reported already. Over 30, I think they're around 35,000 deaths reported now.

You know, the normal number is if a drug's FDA approved, and of course these aren't
FDA approved, not really, but if a drug's FDA approved, the rule is you're supposed to
pull it off the market. If it's a new drug and it kills over 50 people, it's supposed to be
pulled off the market. Well, 35,000's way more than 50, but they're able to ignore that
rule because it's emergency use authorization. And because they're marked EUA, you
could kill up to 5 billion people and they don't have to pull it off the market because
that's the way the rules are written. So, it's this crazy scenario where they're using these
bad laws and rules to allow poison to keep being delivered to the people.

And so, basically, I just see it as mass genocide. Like what Dr. Malone says is this is the
greatest experiment in human history, but I would take it a step further. Not only is this
the greatest experiment in human history, it's the greatest mass poisoning event in
human history. We've had over 5 billion doses delivered of this poison already, there's
only around 8 billion people on the planet. So over half the planet has been poisoned
now. And that's why I say, you know, you don't want to sound too grim, but people need
to have true informed consent and need to be aware of the possibilities of what's going
on.

So you know, if we just poison 5 billion people, Dr. Luc Montagnier, he was the Nobel
Prize winner, discovered HIV, one of the most famous virologists in the world. He
passed away recently. But he said that he believed, 100% of people who even took one
shot would be dead within 3 years, that was what he said. And from all the information
I've read, I tend to think he's probably right. I sure hope he's not right, but the evidence
I've seen and read about it, you know, because we're su- You know, what people don't
understand is that it's not a true vaccine. The C-19 fake vaccine is gene editing poison.
And what it does is the mRNA goes into your body, which goes inside your cell and it
tells your cells to start producing the spike protein. The spike protein is part is a bioterror
weapon itself.



You know, we know Dr. Death Fauci, that he paid for the creation of COVID-19 in
Wuhan and the gain of function research, they used to justify creating the Frankenstein
virus that is COVID-19 virus, which is COVID-19 is a combination of SARS2 combined
with parts of RSV and HIV, and then they have the spike protein. So it's clearly a
Frankenstein virus, clearly manmade, put together in a lab.

Then the creation of the COVID-19 virus then justified, "Oh, if we have this dangerous,
deadly COVID-19 virus, then we have to make a vaccine for it now." So that's where the
spike protein and the Moderna and Johnson & Johnson, Pfizer, et cetera, that's where
they all started making that to justify the need for the vaccines because of the
dangerous, horrible man-made virus.

So it's like, "Hey, let's make this horrible disease and release it to justify the "supposed
cure" that we're gonna sell to everybody so big pharma can make billions of dollars."
And then clearly they have made billions and billions of dollars and made more. All
profits are at all time highs right now for big pharma. And what they had done when they
did the research on the mRNA technologies, they called them gene therapy at first, then
they did surveys of the patient population around the world and nobody liked that idea
because people know, almost, anybody with common sense should realize that editing
your God-given genetic code is a horribly stupid idea. And, so then they decided, "Well,
let's just redefine them. Let's just call them vaccines instead." And then suddenly, ooh,
everybody loves them and everybody wants one.

Jonathan Otto:
They even changed the dictionary definition.

Dr. Ben Marble:
This is what they do. I call them the PC comics- PC comic COVID cult, whatever term
you wanna call them. They use- You know, political correctness is their secret, hidden
weapon, the greatest propaganda tool, the greatest brainwashing tool of all time. It's the
most effective brainwashing tool of all time. And that's what they use as their weapon to
justify everything that they do to enforce all this stuff on the population in general. So
basically what we've seen, 2 years into this, they did the overwhelming fear propaganda
campaign in 2020 that got everybody so afraid that they were willing to take this brand
new gene editing poison. And so, a year and a half later, you know they started that in
January 2021, we're April 2022 now, and over 5 billion people have taken this poison
and we've already had over 35,000 deaths. Now the VAERS's data is estimated,
Harvard said it was approximately 1 in 1- 1/100th of the real data. Now there's been



some other number crunching. Steve Kirsch said it's actually 41 times. So almost
35,000 times 41. It's a lot of people that have died.

Jonathan Otto:
Exactly. And that commentary, the Lazarus report with Harvard really is an indictment to
suggest that it's less than 1% that are actually reporting it, multiple of a hundred. So,
Kirsch's number with 41 is a more conservative approach, which is exactly what you
wanna kinda see from our community, to be as conservative as we can. And yet still,
because we're trying to say the right number. We're not trying to say the biggest
number. We're trying to say the correct number and that multiple of 41 puts the death
toll to over a million people.

Dr. Ben Marble:
VAERS is the Vaccine Adverse Event Reporting System. That's been the gold standard
for all vaccines for decades now as to when there's bad outcomes. But if you look at the
VAERS data, what we've seen with these COVID-19 vaccines, I hate to even call them
that because they're not vaccines, but that's what the public commonly knows them as.

Yeah. It's very clear, there's just a mountain of data that proves how dangerous these
fake vaccines are. And they're just killing people and injuring people. You know, there's
a couple of ways the injuries occur and that when people first take the shot, usually
what the first 72 hours, there's a lot of deaths that occur in that time window. And those
deaths are typically strokes, heart attacks, pulmonary emboli. Now, if people survived
that first 72 hours going forward from that point, what we're seeing is people having all
sorts of bizarre, we're seeing bizarre health problems, vaccine induced aids, we're
seeing just total immune suppression that people are having outbreaks of all kinds of
weird things that they haven't had in a long time, like shingles is rebreaking out or other
diseases are coming back and we're seeing a radical increase in cancers among these
people. Sperm counts in the men are going close to zero. So, it certainly looks like it's
going to make a lot of people infertile. And people have no clue about this. They just
don't even know that these risks are possible because all the media says is "Safe and
effective, safe and effective, safe and effective."

And so we know that's a lie. That's a great, big, huge fat lie because these are brand
new technology, never been used before, before a year and a half ago. And so there's
no long term studies. Sometimes medicines can have bad effects on your body 10
years later. So, if you don't have any long-term studies of that, there's no way you can
claim it's safe and effective. That's just a flagrant lie.

Jonathan Otto:



Yeah, no, it's a good point. And it was the- I went on a ride the other day and it was just,
anyway, it's just a stupid thing, but it was just like dumb. It was a kid's ride. It was my
first ride- And my baby actually was able to go on it.

But it was this thing of saying don't suspect anything. And it was a joke of being coaxed
into something. And I was like, "This sounds exactly what..." It was this alien saying,
"Oh no, we'll take care of you. And don't suspect anything and-" But we were being led
in and we're gonna get eaten by the alien. That was the kind of the story of this silly,
little circular ride. And so, it felt like the vaccine slogan of like, "Everything will be fine."
And those eerie news segments where they're all reading the same script saying, "It's
dangerous. This is threatening our democracy to have people speak against the
mainstream and to question the vaccines…

Dr. Ben Marble:
Yeah. Free speech is a threat to democracy. How does that make any sense to
anybody? I've heard it all too, you're right.

Jonathan Otto:
Yeah. And they're all reading the same script. It's so eerie. And then you start realizing,
"Wow, I'm in this matrix-type situation I'm being spoon fed these lies." And then you start
thinking, "Well, who is giving these scripts to?" Who is the central point that's getting this
message?

Dr. Ben Marble:
Certainly the puppet masters are the World Economic Forum leadership, the billionaire,
the global one world elitists that basically they're transhumanists, they're atheists that
they basically want the world to be religion free. They wanna wipe out all the religions.
They wanna wipe out Christianity, Judaism, Islam, et cetera. And they want political
correctness to be the new world religion. It's- That's why I call it the COVID cult because
it's a lot like a cult. And you know, political correctness is the new opioid of the masses,
okay? You know, because it's seemingly well-intentioned, good manners. And what
we've really come to find is it's actually this horribly bad, evil communist propaganda
tool. It's a brainwashing tool that can literally get you killed. You know, because we're
seeing now, they thought PC, it's just being nice. But actually now people are dying
from- You know, if you took the shot and you wind up dead because you've believed the
fake news narrative, then political correctness killed you.

It's what I would argue. So, it's like a free speech and political correctness are polar
opposites. So, the First Amendment guarantees free speech. So I would argue that
political correctness is actually illegal. So in 1946 it was illegal to be a Nazi in Germany,



so it's also illegal. Political correctness is illegal to America because of the First
Amendment, so we need to start enforcing that, like with you know, say for example, like
with Facebook and Twitter and all these companies, they should be a force to allow free
speech. People should be able to say whatever they wanna say without being edited. A
simple example, you know, I'm the most banned doctor in America. For example, I went
to the White House, October 2020. I wanted to make sure everybody was aware that it's
pretty obvious to me, and every doctor I know, obvious that Joe Biden has dementia. So
I gave him the nickname, Dementia Joe.

What happened within 24 hours? I had posted that video to YouTube and Twitter and
Facebook, within 24 hours, they all deleted it because of their trusted news initiative,
where they all agreed to walk in lockstep like a bunch of Nazis and censor and delete
anything that didn't fit the narrative. So, this was a month before the election. And I was
trying to do my part to try and help make people aware, so they would have some
informed decision-making, but nobody, you know- A lot of people already knew, it was
obvious to a lot of people, but some people just didn't know. I thought it would make
sense for people to hear it from a doctor, but they censored that. Facebook fact
checkers have no degree yet they'll constantly censor a doctor who does have a degree
and has the knowledge that they don't have. So, how that makes sense in any world, is
like a twilight zone, we're living in this dystopian nightmare right now.

Jonathan Otto:
And particularly the people believe it. They were okay with that or not- certainly not me,
but there's a lot, a huge percentage of the public that will- And I even see the propensity
of myself to then look at the fact checking and go, "Oh, yeah, that was right. They
debunked it." But then looking more deeply, realizing, "Oh no, this is not good. These
people don't have good purposes. Sometimes they're right. I like looking at the fact
check, 'cause I wanna see what the strongest arguments against the other arguments
are. But it's really a very diabolical kind of argument.

Dr. Ben Marble:
That's the big problem, is the fox is guarding the hen house with the World Economic
Forum, the World Health Organization, the FDA, the CDC, all the alphabet
organizations are all completely corrupt and under the control of the billionaires. They
control the machinery of the world, and that's the problem, because we're fighting
against a completely corrupt system, not just in America, but globally. These are
globalists who control the food supply, they control the supply of gas and oil. And, so it's
a scary time because they seem, this great reset that they've talked about openly. They
seem to be intentionally trying to call it the human herd and they've already given 5
billion doses of this poison and there's only 8 billion people on the planet.



So, I've been saying that, you know, I think they're gonna wrap up their, I call it the kill
shot program. They're gonna wrap up their kill shot program because they've already
got so many people that are probably gonna die in the next few years from this. So,
their population reduction goals will have been accomplished. And then that's the reset,
the great reset. They're talking about resetting the global human population. That's what
they're resetting.

And it's evil. It's evil mass genocide. It's eugenics. Editing your genetic code is the
definition of eugenics. Eugenics is still illegal, it's a war crime. So how is it that
governments all over the world are committing "war crimes" and yet like Zelensky is
gonna go on the air, he's another World Economic Forum puppet. And they're gonna
talk about, "Ooh, we're fighting for democracy against Russia and Putin." We don't have
democracy here. Give me a break. You know, it's absurd. This whole media narrative
that, ooh, you know, free speeches against democracy and raging against Putin is
somehow good for democracy when we don't have democracy even at home and we're
gonna send our money and potentially our soldiers to die, to help some other people
have fake democracy overseas so they can give everybody poison. It's crazy.

The Vaxx Agenda and What’s Next

Dr. Davi� Marti�
Jonathan Otto:
What about the rumblings of what people say that coming up in November or the fall of
this year there's another wave coming? They're gonna try some more stunts here.
They're gonna try to trigger a mass killing event if people have either got some mRNA
or venom or whatever. They're gonna trigger something that's gonna target those
people. Probably blame it on the unvaccinated and then really ramp this up and do a
population cull. What do you think?

Dr. David Martin:
Well, the unvaccinated story is a ship that already sailed. They can't do that one
because obviously when Anthony Fauci came down with COVID not once, but twice in
the last six weeks, kind of blows the cover on this is not a vaccine versus unvaccine
thing. I mean, the fact of the matter is Anthony Fauci himself not only had COVID, but
then had a rebound of COVID. Tested for SARS once and then tested for it positive
again, after he allegedly was treated.

Jonathan Otto:



Wouldn't he tried to blame that though and say, "Well, I was exposed in the public
because some people aren't vaccinating. And that's why I got it."

Dr. David Martin:
Because all the data, their own data says that's not the case. This is actually something
that they know, like the flu shot, morphs over a period of time, mRNA did nothing. And
remember, mRNA did nothing to even expose people to the virus. The mRNA strand is
about the S1 spike protein. It's not even about a virus. You're not getting protection from
any virus at all. You're actually competing with binding sites on a cell. So, there is no
immunity to a virus that is granted by any shot. So, you can't get an immunity based on
a thing that's only blocking a receptor on a cell. And that's the problem. The problem is
they know that the story, which they tried to lie to, remember Anthony Fauci in his own
words said, "If you get the shot, you don't get sick." Well guess what?

He got the shot. He got the second shot. He got the booster. He got the second booster.
Still got sick and not once but twice. So, the great news is that ship has sailed. Bad
news is they tried to make monkeypox the new thing to be afraid of. Well, monkeypox
like AIDS mostly is a lifestyle issue. Most of the time, the people who actually contract
those kinds of diseases are actually engaging in lifestyles that most of us don't engage
in. So the likelihood is very high that they picked another bad attempt at turning us into
this fearmongering of there's another pathogen to be worried about. And the funny thing
is they can't even get their story straight. The World Health Organization gets together
and says, "Well, this is a pandemic of concern." And then CDC says, "Well, we're not
sure." Then World Health Organization goes, "Ah, we're not sure."

And before long you have all of this infighting about, they can't even get their story
straight on monkeypox. Now Dustin Moskowitz, who funded the study from the National
Nuclear Threat Initiative that actually put the monkeypox narrative into play, the same
guy who funded Event 201 back in October of 2019, that same Dustin Moskowitz who
gave us monkeypox a year after he predicted it would come out in March of 2022. That
same Dustin Moskowitz is disappointed because he actually saw the script play out with
coronavirus and it's not playing very well with monkeypox. The public will not fall for this
again. And so, what will happen and what is likely to happen on October is an economic
disruption, not a public health disruption.

Jonathan Otto:
Wow. Okay. That's a good point. And so then, food security, things like that. I mean, are
they going for our food supplies and torching farms and they're trying to create a famine
of sorts?



Dr. David Martin:
Well, certainly we've been told that we are supposed to be fearing a famine and in my
presentation today, I'm gonna talk a little bit about how that's working out. The bad news
is when you actually burn industrial facilities, when you put a lot of farms out of
business, because you pay them more to not grow food than to grow food and then say
there's a food shortage. There's a lot of things that are going wrong with this story. And
right now the tragedy that's going on in America and around the world, but really in
America is that every single one of the attempts at trying to make this thing a let's get
fearful. Let's run for the hills. Let's try to bring the world to its knees. Every one of them
is now coming across as a caricature of a bad act that we've already seen once. They
overplayed their hand.

And it was very simple. If the injection had worked the first time, then people like me
would look like idiots.

Jonathan Otto:
Yeah, that's true.

Dr. David Martin:
Bad news is, it didn't work for them. It didn't work for anybody. The boosters didn't work
for them. Didn't work for anybody. And now people like me are starting to look like, "Oh,
maybe what we said at the beginning, which was this was not about a virus. This was
about a biological weapon engineered to inject into population, now actually not only
looks correct, looks like the only upside of taking the shot is you increase your risk of
death. Go figure. And the public is starting to see this. Governments like Austria
mysteriously rescinded their vaccine mandate. Austria was the first one to make it a
mandatory vaccine for every citizen in the country. They've rescinded it. Australia's
backed off of their vaccine passport initiative. Everybody's starting to pull these things
back. So, it's really difficult using the inertia that's now working in our favor. It's not
working in their favor. It's very difficult to now come back with a new scare tactic without
people going, "Well, you were wrong the first time. You're gonna be wrong this time."

Jonathan Otto:
Very good insights. I appreciate that. So, basically I'm hearing this strong message of
don't fall for the fear narratives.

Dr. David Martin:
Yeah. Yeah. And listen, nothing good comes from fear. Never has, never will. It's not
gonna start tomorrow. Nothing good comes from fear. Nothing good comes from the
notion of self preservation, ever. That's never actually advanced humanity ever. What



works is when we get together face to face ,analog, just like this conversation, talk
about the things that are unsettling, talk about the things where we don't have enough
information, get that information shared, get it out there. And every time we do that,
we're actually chipping away at the narrative that is what the incumbency wants to use,
which is terrify the population into doing things they would not otherwise do.

Jonathan Otto:
And so, doing something like prepping, growing your own food, if you're not doing it
from a fear-based motivation, perhaps it's a good thing. But if you're doing it from a fear
motivation, perhaps that's not a good thing.

Dr. David Martin:
Yeah. Listen, I don't want to live with myself in my own bunker and survive. I want to
have people around my dining room table. Right. So if I'm gonna prepare for things, I'm
going to prepare for not just myself, not just my family, I'm gonna prepare for the people
that I care about. I wanna make sure, as I say to everybody who comes to our house,
make sure you remember your way here. If you have to get here by car, if you have to
get here by bicycle, however you have to get here. Remember your way to my house.
Why? Because my house is going to be an ark where anybody can come. And if there is
food to be had, it's at my table. If there's water to be drunk, it's at my table.

The fact of the matter is anytime we live in fear, anytime we put the seed of fear into
anything, we've already lost. So, this is about making sure that every single step we
take is nothing but positive. It's about spreading the table one leaf wider, setting that one
extra table. At the Passover, they have the extra chair for Elijah. Well, guess what?
Everybody needs to put an extra chair at their table. Mentally prepare, but prepare for a
community. Prepare for people who actually care about living together. Prepare for the
things that make you human. Don't prepare for survival. Because if you're preparing for
survival, you're already dead.

Jonathan Otto:
That's amazing. People like growing food and then buying guns and ammunition to kill
anyone that wants to try to take their food. This is the kind of thing that is such a toxic
way to think. And I think it's part of the propaganda. Just like we got propagandized into
the bioweapon.

Dr. David Martin:
Yep.

Jonathan Otto:



We're getting propagandized into food shortage to make people think, well, like "Don't
let someone get your food."

Dr. David Martin:
Yeah.

Jonathan Otto:
Fight them to the death if they're trying to get at your food. And that's nothing like what
we read about in the Bible with Christ. And, so we need to be woken up. Super
beautiful. Last one I think, because I know you got to go. Do you think it's possible that
they are going to do or try to do, I suppose they've tried to do this mass killing with
culling the population. Obviously there's talk about the Georgia Guidestones. Maybe
you have a take on that. Because it does say on there about reducing the world's
population to 500 million.

Dr. David Martin:
Yeah.

Jonathan Otto:
Are they trying these things? Are they going to be successful to some degree? Because
people have now been genetically engineered or whatever. They've got the mRNA. Are
they going to be successful in harming these people? And in which case can people
reverse the effects of what's gone on in their body? What do you think is the play here
or do you think that they're just simply going to be not successful in their attempts to try
to cull the population?

Dr. David Martin:
Well, no, they already have. I mean, people are dying of remdesivir. They're dying of
mRNA. They're dying of the spike protein being unleashed. They're dying of a lot of
things. There are many deaths that are on the hands of the perpetrators of this
particular pandemic fear. And the fact is that there will be many more deaths. Are they
going to get to their numbers, which by their own admission was 15% of the global
population? Which is 700 million people. Are they gonna get-

Jonathan Otto:
You're talking about Bill Gates'...

Dr. David Martin:
No.



Jonathan Otto:
... Ted presentation where he said 15% in that presentation.

Dr. David Martin:
No. I'm talking about the 2011 World Health Organization decade of vaccination
document where they actually said that vaccines would reduce the population. And
across the decade, the target was 15% reduction. Bill Gates is a later player in that
story.

Jonathan Otto:
But he did say those exact words.

Dr. David Martin:
Yeah. He did. He did. But the fact of the matter is the entire organizing committee of this
particular world view, this particular belief system says that there are too many people
and we need to get rid of them. And the 700 million number is their number, not my
number. Are they gonna get to 700 million? I don't think so. Are they gonna get as close
as they can? I'm pretty sure they're on their way to do it because the fact of the matter is
people did take the injection. They did it based on coercion, fear. They did it because
they were given the opportunity to travel. They did it because they decided their job was
more important than their own well-being.

Dr. David Martin:
Listen, those decisions were made. I'm not going to judge them, but I'm gonna call them
out because the fact of the matter is if you make a decision in fear, it is always gonna be
the wrong decision. Always. This is no different from any other time in history where
people motivated by fear have chosen not to live. And life is about living for the
possibility of the future. Life is not about shielding yourself from fear. And as soon as we
get that message, we will be less prone to fall for the next thing.

Jonathan Otto:
Wow. And that is completely what opens us up to the love of God because you look at 1
John 4:8, "God is love. Perfect love casts out all fear, for fear has torment." So the
torment, that's the whole design. And I think that maybe some of what's going on here is
that the public are being ushered into a form of sacrifice, like a sacrificial ritual.

Dr. David Martin:
Listen, there are a bunch of metaphors we can use. The simple metaphor is this, wake
up in the morning, check your pulse, check your breathing. Look at your partner. Look at
your child. Look at your dog. Look at whatever house plant you have. Whatever it is, ask



yourself. Is my life monotonously good? Did the sun rise? Did my heart keep beating
while I was sleeping? Did I keep breathing? By the time you get through the first 10
things that all went right in your day, ask yourself will fear help any of those things get
better? No. So, walk away. Fear does nothing but harm. The gratitude for the
monotonous goodness of life does nothing but heal.

Kevi� Jenkin�
Kevin Jenkins:
We all said, "Oh, it's never gonna happen again." When in fact, it never stopped
happening. Evil always reinvents itself, but good doesn't. Good is like, "Oh, we're good,
and it's nothing- none of these things will ever happen to us because we're good." And
we're good Christians. We're good Muslims. We're good - No, no, no, no, no. Evil is evil.
Evil has a place on this planet and we need to deal with that. And, that's why I think at
the Zelenko Freedom Foundation where I'm at, co-chair now, we're talking about how to
build a foundation on new leadership, how to build a new foundation or incubating
businesses. How to look at revamping public policy for the good, not for the bad. You
know? How do we really bring people together and deal with not sick care, but well
care? That is a lot of work that we have to do because we failed. That's why big
pharma, that's why big tech, that's why the monetary system, all of them believe that
they can control us because we haven't fought hard enough to protect the value of our
humanity. That is it.

Jonathan Otto:
Wow. So, you've talked a lot about slavery and that Black American people have been
enslaved here in this country. There's a history of this, but then you're saying well
everyone is under slavery today because of - Perhaps we got ourselves in a situation.
Perhaps we've been tricked or coerced or deceived into things. We've been now, with
this medical freedom movement, we're fighting back against this thing of the fact that we
can be injected with whatever the government chooses. And so we want choice. We
want that freedom. We believe in that. So this issue of slavery, how do you feel that we
overcome the slavery that we're in right now? The whole world?

Kevin Jenkins:
Slavery is a very interesting term. So, when you think of slavery, you always think of
Black Americans in this country. We were enslaved in this country for decades, you
know? So, I understand that. But now when you really, really dig deep, we were all
slaves. You know, we bought into various systems that gave us the perception that we
were free. So all along, we were all slaves. We were using the slave language. We were
engaging in bigotry. We were engaging in hatred. We were saying, "This group is better



than this group." We're still doing it. We still haven't figured out that slavery, the slavery
in the mind, the slavery in the soul, the slavery in the spirit is in place right now. It is in
play right now. So which- we have to break away from all of it.

Kevin Jenkins: (06:12)
So we can't just say, "Oh, this group was enslaved." As a matter of fact, I dare say that
we all have been enslaved for decades and we just didn't see it because we thought we
were just better off than the next group. So, when I talk about slavery, I'm talking about
universal slavery. I'm talking about global slavery. I'm talking about the slavery where
our spirit has been zapped from us, that we should know better than to try to control
another human being or to try to push something in your body or to try to take your
voice away from you or try to control your children or try to tell you how you should
worship God.

Jonathan Otto: (06:46)
True.

Kevin Jenkins: (06:46)
You know, so slavery - See, when you think about it, everybody's like, "Oh, sla-" No,
universal slavery has always been in play. And the same people - It's very interesting,
the same people that have been working to enslave us are the same people from the
past to now. They never change. These people have been around. They just - Now their
sons and daughters are doing it. Now their institutions are forging it. So, we have to
build institutions that say no to slavery. Yes to freedom. Yes to faith. Yes to building
leadership that can think, critically think. Yes to how we educate our children. We have
to break the whole system. There is no fixing this system. No, you cannot repair it. It is
broken. And it has shown itself to all of us now. God has revealed it all to us. Every
aspect of it. There's not one little thing we don't see now.

Kevin Jenkins: (07:36)
Twenty years ago, might didn't see it. Fifty years ago, we knew about it. A hundred
years ago, we saw it in play and we all went back to sleep. Now he said, "Okay, I'm
gonna show all of it to you. Now, what are you gonna do? How are you gonna react to
that? How are you gonna go out and build the real world, build the world that I've given
to you. I'm not going to destroy the earth anymore. You're just not gonna be around."
So, this is a real interesting time and I want people to take this seriously, because we
don't get another comeback on this one. This is it.
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How The Global Government Spreading Misinformation to
Advance Their Agenda

Attorne� �oma� Re�
Yes. So COVID and the COVID jabs didn't go as they'd hoped, we've been wildly
successful in that fight. We haven't finished, we're not done, we haven't won it yet, but
we've been very good in that fight, we've made a lot of progress. And you got to
understand that when you ask me that question and I give you an answer we've got
data and information on what the other side was trying to do and what they had hoped
to accomplish. They failed miserably, miserably. For success, this is by my estimate I
can't prove this, success for the other side required 90-95% vaccination rate, full
vaccination, right?

Jonathan Otto:
Boost isn't everything?

Tom Renz:
And hope ideally, continual. The reason for that is that if you have a smaller percentage
then you have a control group and you can't have a control group on something like
that, you don't want that, right? So, they wanted to get the number as high as possible
as quickly as possible, and then all the side effects that could blame on some new
variation, some new disease, some new this, some new that. Well, that failed miserably.
The CDC even admits it's no more than 70% that have had one dose and a vast
majority of them will never get a second. So, the CDC is even admitting that. Now, by
my numbers I can't find evidence that they've had more than 50% get it, but that's hard
to prove. So, what's happened is we now have a national control group.

And so now, it's really just a matter of getting the word out and making sure that people
see. That national control group, we have sudden adult death syndrome now, right? I
mean, we didn't have that until after the jab. We got all sorts of 17-to-25-year-olds dying
peacefully in their sleep without cause, didn't have that before the jab. So, we were
wildly successful in that aspect of it and tragically successful in the sense that everyone
that we couldn't keep from getting it is now at risk of lifelong health problems or death.
And, all the more jabs you got the more likely it's gonna happen, and the real danger is
3 to 5 years out from the jab and then up to 10 years really. So, I think we're in for a real
sad next decade.

Jonathan Otto:



Okay, so Tom, you say something like that, you're not a doctor but you have observed
the data and you've done your research, so you've approached this I supposed as an
attorney? Or as a citizen but as an attorney, and you've looked at the data that has led
you to believe that the future could be very difficult and challenging when it comes to
health challenges, you seem convinced about that. What is that?

Tom Renz:
Yeah. So, okay, so let me tell you how when I initially started in this work the reason I
started looking at COVID is I was doing a master's in health science and they were
talking about this disease. So, I was doing - as part of my master's work - I was doing
the epidemiology and bio stat's and things like that, and I was running on this disease
and I found out they are lying. Now full disclosure, once COVID started my caseload
went crazy and I didn't finish, I have to do a thesis or maybe a class to finish that, so I
didn't get it all done. But I'd done a majority of my scientific work so I'm real, real
comfortable with the bio stat's and the epidemiology and that stuff.

More importantly I don't have to be a Peter McCullough or Robert Malone. Right? What
I've got to do is I've got to have enough understanding to take the evidence that they're
presenting, figure out how to translate that to English and really kind of go from there.
So, that's what I've done. So, I've worked with - Those guys are great, and then I work
with a million other people, right? I work with more doctors than I know what to do with.

Jonathan Otto:
And you got controversial guys on you like Dr. Bryan Ardis.

Tom Renz:
I work with the controversial guy. Listen, everybody deserves an opportunity to have a
theory, that's science okay? If your science is shown to be wrong then it's shown to be
wrong. But you don't discount science because you don't like what someone's saying,
that's not science. Science is Bryan Ardis says, "Listen, I got a hypothesis. I got this
hypothesis about snake venom." Let's test it and prove it. We do it and he's either right
or wrong. That's science, right? Science is McCullough saying, "Listen, these aren't safe
in this population, these jabs aren't safe in this population based on the following
studies. I think that they're not gonna be safe in this population either." You test that
theory and he's either right or he's wrong. So, I don't think that anybody should be
discounted for having a theory.

Now I don't have the qualifications, nor am I capable of proving, disproving a lot of these
theories. So what I do and my mechanism for this is I go to McCullough, I go to Ardis, I
go to whoever, I get their theories. Then I go to 50 other doctors who are unbiased, who



aren't being paid by pharma, aren't being paid by anybody, and who are willing to speak.
And when it started out I had to vet all these doctors and figure out who I could talk to
and who I couldn't.

But I talked to all these different guys and I say does this hold true? And then I question
them just like I would a witness in any other case. "Okay, you said this, that guy said
that, which one's right and why?" And we do that and we go through this whole process.
And so before I make - There's different things that I say, things that are proven, and
those I have hard evidence on. There are things where I speculate on and those are
speculation, but then there are things that I'm willing to say, "Listen, this is my theory.
They're based on the wisdom I've gathered from all these professionals and the
application of kind of this critical thinking process that I use to drill through, just like I
would if I was questioning a witness."

Now let me tell you about their science. The emergency use authorization was based on
a 2-month study of 200 people for Pfizer, their FOIA documents show it. That's science?
They want to make fun of these guys and act like they're not credible scientists. Well it's
the pot calling the kettle black, right? I don't know whether Buttar or Ardis or any of
these guys are right until they go through the scientific process and prove it. But the
scientific process is more than 200 people in two months for a brand new category of
genes. I mean, that seems like a bit much to me. So it's interesting that they try and
discredit people who don't follow the process when it suits them and when they're
making money on it, but if it's their guys and they're making billions of dollars on it then
it's all good.

Jonathan Otto:
How many people do you think have been injured from these vaccines, or alleged
vaccines, and how many people do you think have been injured and killed?

Tom Renz:
Millions.

Jonathan Otto:
Killed? Millions killed?

Tom Renz:
I would say globally we've probably been well over a million, yeah.

Jonathan Otto:



Yeah, I would agree. I mean globally I would say well over a million. How many million?
I don't know, but I would say well over a million. That's really conservative, I know that
you're even saying that conservatively.

Tom Renz:
Oh yeah, yeah. I mean, in terms of injuries tens or hundreds of millions on a global
scale. The numbers don't lie. Usually I dig out this sort of thing first but- and I'm always
proud if I can get to there ahead of the Gateway Pundit because those guys are so on
top of things, but they scooped me today. They found that Haiti, lowest vaccination rate
in the world, also lowest COVID death rate in the world. Go figure. These jabs are very,
very dangerous. I said before I'll say again, they're the most dangerous product on the
market that a consumer can buy. There's no question about that. Frankly, if I had to
choose between COVID, which I had twice, once with Omicron probably, I mean we
didn't test for it, I'd never been swabbed and I'm not gonna be. But if I had to choose
between COVID and these jabs I'll take COVID any day. By the way, I took my
Ivermectin, zinc and Vitamin D and I was fine.

Jonathan Otto:
Yeah, there you go.

Tom Renz:
I did feel like crap for a few days, but I've had colds before, I've had the flu before, and
shockingly when you treat it, it works.

Jonathan Otto:
From the data would you have seen your outcome of being any better? For example, if
you have had the vaccine would you have been less likely to contract COVID? And
when you got COVID, if you got it, would you be more likely to have lower symptoms?

Tom Renz:
No, based on the data I would have been more likely to have COVID. And in terms of
symptoms, based on the data it depends on how much time had passed since I'd gotten
the jab as to that jabs impact on my symptoms. There's a time lapse or a timeframe
where it's impact decreases. Not sure what that is exactly, I've got it somewhere, but
they don't keep you safe. They make you more likely to be sick and over time they make
you more likely to be dead.

Jonathan Otto:
Yeah. It's interesting that of the side effects reported from the COVID vaccines, COVID
is actually number one, that is surprising. I mean, it shouldn't be surprising.



Tom Renz:
No.

Jonathan Otto:
But, it kind of plays into what Dr. Ardis talks about or at least that, well of course, you're
putting SARS-CoV-2 or you're allowing your body to manufacture it. So, you're gonna
get SARS-CoV-2. So okay, I think before you go because I wanna keep up with Holly
over there. And with your plans, so the children, I know this is something that you're
very emotional about.

Tom Renz:
Yep.

Jonathan Otto:
Sometimes I get distracted even while I'm doing interviews thinking about my own family
members that are interested in doing this for their children, I just cannot handle it. What
do you know on this? What's the indictment here? Where's the damning evidence to
show the world that this is so evil to do to the children. What is it?

Tom Renz:
There's been no children, none of these babies have died from COVID unless they were
already very sick. We know the CDC lied. They had their little graph when they did this,
their graph was a lie, we got caught them in it. They actually corrected it a few days
after the FDA said, "Okay, let's approve this." The corruption is mind-blowing, they're
killing babies, which doesn't surprise me because these same people are pro-abortion,
but they're killing babies. I'm gonna be honest with you, if you do this to your children,
knowing what we know now, and you're just not even asking any questions, I'm sorry for
what you're gonna have to live with.

Dr. Brya� Ardi�
Dr. Bryan Ardis: (33:57)
If they were weaponizing venoms from the beginning to create COVID, right? They
created the problem and then they're gonna offer the solution. The solution to venom in
the medical world is antivenom.

Jonathan Otto: (34:20)
Yeah.

Dr. Bryan Ardis: (34:21)
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So, my next thought was is, "Well what if all the COVID-19 vaccines are antivenom?"
Like what if they envenomated the world and then we're gonna provide antivenom in the
form of COVID-19 vaccines.

Jonathan Otto: (34:31)
Yeah.

Dr. Bryan Ardis: (34:32)
So, I looked it up. I want to know antivenom therapy or treatment, What side effects are
the most common reported? There is a first thing that comes up is on the NIH's website.
There's an actual disease called serum sickness after antivenom therapy and there's a
study on the NIH that comes up and it describes that this serum sickness disease
occurs 5 to 14 days after the antivenom treatment.

Jonathan Otto: (35:00)
Mm-hmm (affirmative).

Dr. Bryan Ardis: (35:02)
Now this like jumped off the page to me 2 or 3 weeks ago, "I was like 5 to 14 days.
What do they consider the period for you to be unvaccinated after getting the vaccines?

Jonathan Otto: (35:13)
14 days.

Dr. Bryan Ardis: (35:14)
14 days. And I was like, "Oh my God, what are these symptoms then of serum sickness
that occur between days 5 and 14 they're delayed responses after antivenom therapy?"
I couldn't believe it. When I go to study serum sickness that has been published,
documented since the late 1800s antivenom therapy. Since the 1800s they've known
serum sickness as a diagnosis. The number one cardiovascular side effect of
antivenom therapy in this serum sickness that occurs days 5 to 14 after injection of
antivenom, is myocarditis. And I was like, "What? No one even heard of myocarditis
until these shots came out." Now this is the number one published side effect of
antivenom therapy, what else? Next thing, Guillain-Barre syndrome, paralysis of neural
tissue, neuritis, nerve pain or inflammation. Third was lymphadenopathy, lymph nodes
start to swell, splenomegaly that leads to what's called urticaria, and they show pictures.

Dr. Bryan Ardis: (36:17)
Urticaria is those geographical rashes all over the body that babies and adults get skin
reactions to lymphadenopathy and spleen enlargement from antivenom therapy.
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Number one side effect -- anaphylaxis. Well, if you look at the VAERS data and
reporting about these shots, everything can be summed up in this serum sickness that
is actually already known, published in their side effects or symptoms of this disease
process after getting antivenom. And I was like, "I haven't found one thing yet that
answers all the symptoms..." Oh, death occurs too also in the 5 to 14 days. That's when
death occurs from serum sickness. I just haven't found anything else that actually
explains all these horrific side effects, that we're seeing reported through VAERS,
through the DMED data and through cms.gov, better than antivenom treatment leading
to the serum sickness within 5 to 14 days, it's delayed after the shots.

Jonathan Otto: (37:13)
Amazing.

Dr. Bryan Ardis: (37:14)
It was awful actually, I couldn't believe what I was learning.

Jonathan Otto: (37:17)
Yeah, that's an unusual discovery because normally you would think of antivenom to be
helpful and you wouldn't think of it has - your first thought, I'm supposing, you didn't
think that you could get sick chronically from antivenom.

Dr. Bryan Ardis: (37:32)
No. I do know there is-

Jonathan Otto: (37:34)
If you got bit by a spider, you would want to go get the antivenom but what if that
antivenom could give you myocarditis? You have to consider what's your other options.

Dr. Bryan Ardis: (37:41)
Can you believe the first cardiovascular known side effect of antivenom therapy was
myocarditis? This is a term we only know now because of COVID-19 vaccines.

Jonathan Otto: (37:52)
Yeah, true.

Dr. Bryan Ardis: (37:54)
Even cardiologist Peter McCollough said, "I've probably seen like three in my whole
career as a cardiologist that spans decades."

Jonathan Otto: (38:00)
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Yeah.

Dr. Bryan Ardis: (38:01)
We've never seen this much myocarditis ever and it is a published, known side effect of
antivenom therapy and it just so happened that it could fit the narrative that they
envenomated the world and knew that venom in the human body is typically treated with
antivenom.

Jonathan Otto: (38:15)
Yeah.

Dr. Bryan Ardis: (38:16)
Which has a published known disease process state that occurs days 5 to 15 most
often, myocarditis lymphadenopathy. How many swollen lymph nodes and cancerous
metastatic increases of cancer we've seen around the body reported after these
vaccines?

Jonathan Otto: (38:34)
Yeah.

Dr. Bryan Ardis: (38:35)
What if that's what they're seeing as a description of serum sickness? Antivenom
therapy for ER docs, they all know it's very horrific, it has tons of side effects.

Jonathan Otto: (38:44)
Yeah.

Dr. Bryan Ardis: (38:44)
It is not a pleasant experience, anaphylaxis being number one. Well, how many people
have reported anaphylaxis since these shots? It's one of the most highest reported
reactions after these COVID shots. It also just happens to be one of the published most
common side effects of antivenom therapy.

Jonathan Otto: (39:00)
Amazing. This is a little bit dark, on this one here. But then that would mean that the
vaccine is actually helpful for some people that have been envenomated by COVID.
Well, that actual venom peptides -

Dr. Bryan Ardis: (39:13)
Right.
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Jonathan Otto: (39:13)
And so, the vaccine actually could show some efficacy, but it doesn't seem to show any
efficacy.

Dr. Bryan Ardis: (39:18)
Yeah, it really doesn't. So, I don't really know. I just-

Jonathan Otto: (39:20)
That's unusual, right? When you think about it. 'Cause if it's an antivenom you would
think that it would have some benefits, but here's what I would say to that. Antivenoms
are only supposed to be used in direct combination with what you actually got stung
with.

Dr. Bryan Ardis: (39:33)
That's exactly right.

Jonathan Otto: (39:34)
So that's never going to be the right combination because they're probably using
somewhere short over a hundred or more.

Dr. Bryan Ardis: (39:43)
And what if they're making antivenom and giving that to people who never had COVID?
Which means they never got venom in the first place?

Jonathan Otto: (39:51)
So then, it's just venom.

Dr. Bryan Ardis: (39:54)
So then, it's just venom and where do we get venom or antivenom from? They primarily
get antivenom from injecting venom in horses and extracting it from their blood, then
injecting that into you.

Jonathan Otto: (40:04)
Mm-hmm (affirmative).

Dr. Bryan Ardis: (40:05)
And people have massive amounts of reactions to blood extractions even filtered or not
from other animals, but that's where they typically derive antivenom from.

Jonathan Otto: (40:12)
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Yeah.

Dr. Bryan Ardis: (40:13)
Which is really odd too. And if you haven't studied this, Biological E. in India created the
first authorized COVID-19 vaccine, it's called Corbevax. Spelled like cobravax, and just
transposed the R and the B, cobravax. Corbevax, it's made by a company called
Biological E. You should go on Biological E's website. They have a whole serum product
catalog, they develop antivenom to king cobra venom and krait venom, that's what they
do for a living.

Jonathan Otto: (40:45)
Oh yeah.

Dr. Bryan Ardis: (40:45)
And they have a shot for COVID-19 from the beginning called Corbevax. Every time I
put up on a screen in front of audiences they go, "Oh Cobravax?" Because it's what you
see and then I'll go like this, "Oh no, you have to switch the two letters around. It's
Corbevax." And they go, "But it reads Cobravax." Yeah, no kidding. That's what it is.

Jonathan Otto: (41:02)
Spike protein. It's like super spiky and other proteins aren't spiky or is it snakevax,
snake protein?

Dr. Bryan Ardis: (41:08)
Yeah, spikevax. Really, the spike protein was identified to be two venoms from the krait
snake and the king cobra venom.

Jonathan Otto: (41:16)
Yeah, so its code and we were looking at the letters, the NA being taken out the PI
being put in.

Dr. Bryan Ardis: (41:24)
Yeah we talked about this. The word snake, if you remove the NA from snake, NA is the
abbreviation for sodium on the periodic table of elements. And I said, what if they just
put PI back in its place, right? And called it spike protein when in reality, it's actually
snake protein all along. One of the things that was amazing to me is looking up on the
World Health Organization's website from 2019, they show the effects on the human
body from envenomation from snake bites and it says, "One of the toxic effects is the
electrolyte of sodium that's removed from the body by snake venom." And I was like,
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"That's interesting." They actually took sodium out of the word snake, put spike or PI
into the word to make the spike protein.

Jonathan Otto: (42:08)
What's the P-I? What's the PI?

Dr. Bryan Ardis: (42:09)
Pie actually looks like you showed me in the symbol, looks like two fangs or like an N
and it could read snake if you actually put the symbol.

Jonathan Otto: (42:18)
Yeah, I saw the N but you mentioned that you saw fangs because it is kind of like wispy.
That's very interesting. That very interesting. Okay so, the envenomation, this is... sorry,
solutions. So, what we're seeing here is this process that actually may not be the most
straightforward way. For example, if you were envenomated, it is possible that it is not
the best method to actually go down to your local hospital and get injected with
something, which to me is mind-blowing. Because normally - My dad even got bitten by
a funnel web spider, they can be deadly. He caught it and the jar went to the hospital
and they identified it and some people would never find the thing they had to kind of just
explain to them what they found. But this method that you're talking about where it's the
horse is injected, the horse's blood is extracted, it's spun and that's the synthesis of the
blood is breaking down creating a reaction that's an antivenom process and then we're
taking that and injecting it. Is there another way we can get that?

Dr. Bryan Ardis: (43:32)
The antivenom?

Jonathan Otto: (43:34)
Antivenom, yeah.

Dr. Bryan Ardis: (43:35)
I personally, if you look at the list from the Italy study of the different components of
venoms that are represented from 20 different snakes, phospholipase A2 is multiple of
them. This is a component in venoms of snakes that shreds membranes in the body to
cause chronic illness disease and death. It was already determined by the University of
Arizona last summer, that Vitamin C's already proven that when it's at high levels in the
blood, it denatures phospholipase A2.

Jonathan Otto: (44:06)
Wow. So, you just use supplements and minerals to destabilize its venom?
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Dr. Bryan Ardis: (44:13)
Yeah, the study was actually titled Venom Coursing Through the Body. That's how they
described what they saw in the blood of people dying from COVID-19 in hospitals, was
this elevated phospholipase A2? And they actually say in the article, "What's crazy
about this enzyme is it's at levels we've never seen in the human body before, it was
first ever discovered in king cobra venom."

Jonathan Otto: (44:33)
What was that article?

Dr. Bryan Ardis: (44:34)
No kidding. This is the University of Arizona's study they did last summer in 2021 when
they evaluated-

Jonathan Otto: (44:39)
What's the title?

Dr. Bryan Ardis: (44:40)
300... Oh, it's in my-

Jonathan Otto: (44:42)
Yeah.

Dr. Bryan Ardis: (44:43)
it's in my Mike Adams Chapter 2.

Jonathan Otto: (44:44)
Yeah, cool. When they did 300 what?

Dr. Bryan Ardis: (44:47)
300 patients that died in two different hospital systems with COVID and from COVID.
They took their blood only and analyzed it for what was the marker in all of their blood
that they could tell the world was the biomarker every medical doctor should look for in
the blood of COVID patients that is a predictor of risk of death from COVID. And they
isolated it and it was very easy to find. They said it's called phospholipase A2, secretory
phospholipase A2 actually, and this enzyme actually cuts and shreds blood vessels,
tissues in the body and leads to death. And they actually said in the article, the subtitle
is "These Enzyme's Isolated From Rattle Snake Venom". So, they identified that the
venom peptide - oh sorry, this venom peptide actually called phospholipase A2 is what
was in elevated levels in the blood of COVID-19 patients and the medical doctors in the
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study and scientists from the University of Arizona said, "Every doctor around the world
needs to be tracking this phospholipase A2 enzyme in the blood as the marker for
death."

Dr. Bryan Ardis: (45:48)
It's also interesting to note that Vitamin C inhibits and destroys phospholipase A2 from
causing disease And they said, this explains why more men are being hospitalized and
dying from COVID than women. And then published studies that's found already that
men in general have lower amounts of Vitamin C in their blood than women do. And
they were able to surmise this is the protective nature of Vitamin C from this. The
phospholipase A2 by the way, is multiple components found from multiple snakes in that
Italy study and they tell you which snakes it came from.

Conclusion
When it comes to protecting ourselves from evil agendas like these, we need to pursue
the truth at all times. In this case, the truth is what sets us free. Knowing about how
COVID and the so-called pandemic was a strategy to use mass hysteria psychosis and
get people to accept extremely dangerous vaccines tells us two things; this is not the
first time our government has plotted agendas for population control and this will not be
the last time they do something like this.

We need to focus on the knowledge and awareness that we’ve gained from this and use
it to protect ourselves from what’s next. The thing about mass psychosis is that it only
works if people are in a state of mind that allows them to be brainwashed. But making
sure you’re constantly alert will protect you from the psychological techniques that the
government will try to use in the future.

After reading this eBook, there’s no denying that the COVID narrative was part of a
massive population control agenda. Even though the media continues to label this as a
conspiracy theory, the proof is in the real data. VAERS has shown how dangerous their
mRNA jabs are. Experts have uncovered how they’ve manipulated data about the real
COVID-related deaths to promote fear, pushing people into getting jabbed.

All the evidence is there, we just need to pursue it with mental clarity. And when we do,
the results are shocking - the agenda to reduce our population has been around for
years and they’re not going to stop now.
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